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10. Remote electronic customs

control with navigation seals and

smart containers



Overall description (1)

The development of navigation technologies

and the appearance of numerous services

based on and using satellite navigation data

opens up new directions for their application in

international road transport. One of the most

popular areas is ensuring transport traceability

of transported goods, including access control

to the cargo compartments of vehicles. The

technical means of ensuring access control to

the cargo compartments of vehicles is a special

device installed on the locking and sealing

device of the cargo compartment-an

electronic navigation seal.

Modern development of navigation technologies

and microelectronics allows mass production of

relatively inexpensive devices that, when fixed to

the cargo compartments of vehicles, can transmit

navigation data about the route traveled, as well

as inform about the facts of opening cargo

compartments, while maintaining their

performance for several months, without requiring

special maintenance. Such electronic navigation

seals allow you to ensure traceability of the safety

of goods on the route of transportation, inform

cargo owners, transport companies and state

regulatory authorities about the progress of the

transportation process, as well as about the facts

of opening cargo compartments, including

unauthorized ones.
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Overall description (2)

According to its legal status, this equipment

does not replace the customs seals regulated

by the customs legislation of States that are

used as means of customs control of cargo

compartments. As a rule, for the customs

authorities of States, the fact of ensuring the

prescribed conditions of transportation in terms

of compliance with the customs procedure of

customs transit is the presence and integrity

(undamaged) of a customs seal imposed by a

customs officer.

The telematics data received from the electronic

navigation seal is processed in the risk

management systems used by the customs

authorities. At the same time, if there are no

detected violations in transportation based on

data from electronic navigation seals (deviations

from the prescribed route, unauthorized stops in

the wrong places, opening the cargo

compartment and access to it, and others), the

risk management system should take into account

these data, minimizing the degree of risk assessed.

Thus, the number of stops and inspections of bona

fide carriers should be reduced.
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Overall description (3)

The development of electronic navigation

seal technologies promotes the use of so-

called "smart containers". They have

integrated locking and sealing devices with

built-in satellite navigation and telematics,

impact and rollover sensors, and temperature

sensors for isothermal containers. Such

equipment allows to carry out complex

monitoring of the condition of the transported

cargo, to provide remote control of all

parameters of the cargo during

transportation.

The greatest effect of using "smart

containers" is provided when using

platform solutions for transportation

control.
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Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response (1)
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The introduction of electronic navigation seals and smart containers as remote electronic customs

control with the use of technical remote controls and online monitoring of the transportation process

will allow you to get the following effect:

the importance of using these technologies and smart containers is increasing in the context of

the COVID-19 pandemic;

reduction of customs risks due to constant remote monitoring of transported goods and control of

unauthorized access to the cargo compartment;

reducing the cost of transportation by reducing the cost of customs support;

reducing the number and duration of contacts between drivers and customs personnel, as well as

the risk of spreading the COVID-19 pandemic;

accelerated border crossing on specially designated accelerated lanes if there is information

from electronic navigation seals that there is no unauthorized access to the cargo

compartment/container;

improve the safety of transported goods, quality and safety of transportation;



Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response (2)
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increase the security of supply chains, as well as reduce paper-based document flow;

apply remote and automated online monitoring of carriers ' compliance with the prescribed

customs transit conditions on the Asian road network;

reduce the risk of cabotage operations;

optimize business processes, coordination and efficiency of interaction between customs and

other regulatory authorities of States on Asian international routes;

improve the efficiency of control and supervision activities while optimizing administrative and

other resources for their implementation;

eliminate negative manifestations of the human factor that affects the effectiveness and image

of control and supervision activities;

reduce cases of violations of customs transit conditions and transport discipline by increasing the

inevitability of punishment for violations on the route;

identify on-line bottlenecks in the organization of international transport and transport

infrastructure in order to develop timely measures to eliminate them;

increase the overall capacity of international transport corridors on Asian roads, primarily by

speeding up the passage of pre-registered and verified vehicles.



Implementation examples
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BigLock system of JSC "engineering industrial concern "STRAZH", Russian Federation(1) ;

System for tracking the movement of goods from the company "Center of development of digital

platforms", Russian Federation(2) ;

Solutions for tracking, monitoring and control of cargoes of the company of Starcom Systems, Israel(3) ;

Products of Shenzhen Joye Technology Co., Ltd, China(4) .

Examples of successfully operated electronic navigation seals and systems using them are the development

of companies:

An example of a platform solution for the use of "smart containers" is the TradeLens blockchain platform,

implemented by the shipping company Maersk and IBM Corporation.

 (!) https://biglock.info/

(2) https://crcp.ru/ 

(3) https://www.starcomsystems.com/tetis/

(4) http://www.jointcontrols.com/productCenter-257.html
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Initial recommendations for

launching/strengthening similar

initiative in an interested

country/sector (1)
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use of the obtained data in the risk management

system (RMS) of customs authorities in determining the

degree of risk and in order to improve the

effectiveness of remote control and supervision

activities;

formation of alternative mechanisms for covering

customs and other risks in international transport,

along with transportation insurance, Deposit, customs

carrier Institute, Carnet TIR mechanism and other

existing mechanisms.

ensuring the legal significance of

data from electronic navigation seals

used, as well as other equipment

installed in the cargo compartments

of vehicles (as technical means of

ensuring customs control), including

through their certification as

measuring instruments;

Practical implementation of measures for

the use of electronic navigation seals

includes:



Init ial recommendations for

launching/strengthening similar

init iative in an interested

country/sector (2)
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In this regard, an important legal aspect that

requires international harmonization is the legal

status of the navigation seal used. It is

recommended that the status of an electronic

navigation seal as a technical means of ensuring

customs control should be established in

international practice and national customs

legislation.

The equipment used must be certified as a

measuring instrument in accordance with the

requirements of national legislation in a number

of countries. This may require approval of the

type of measuring instrument, as well as testing

and monitoring the accuracy of measurements

(verifications) of commercially produced and in-

service equipment.


